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Beauty & Spa Di Rosalba Alongi 

"Spa Magic"

Soft lights, candlelights, coarse stone walls and soft flooring define the

setting of Beauty & Spa Di Rosalba Alongi. It is a great place for a

romantic or an individual spa experience. Get pampered by their signature

rituals, hammam treatment, Turkish bath, massages and beauty

treatments. They even have special packages for men. Feel your muscles

relaxed with massages inspired from Japan, Hawaii and India. Try their

aromatherapy if you like essential oils. They also offer slimming programs

and skincare products. Appointments are a must.

 +39 091 508 7927  www.beautyespa.net/  rosalba.alongi@libero.it  Via Filippo Turati 1, Palermo
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Paradisea 

"Hair and Beauty Salon"

In operation since 2000, Paradisea is a beauty and hair salon that has

garnered raves for their array of treatments, professional staff members

and the great prices. Founded by Fabrizio Mistretta, the salon offers

services for both men and women. Hair coloring, facial treatments and

pedicures and manicures are some of the offerings on the spa menu.

Specialty treatments like Pressure Therapy, permanent makeup

application and slimming treatments

 +39 091 33 3904  www.paradiseafm.it/  paradiseafm@libero.it  Via Sammartino 2C, Palermo
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Centro Starbene 

"Beauty At Its Best"

A beauty center for those who want to be at one with themselves, where

you will find treatments to help keep you on top form. The Starbene

center is a modern 'health farm' equipped with the latest technology,

guaranteeing a professional, functional approach. A whole section is

dedicated to Dibi treatments, specialized beauty care, known for its

quality. A unisex hairdresser is also on hand and there are treatments for

weight loss, hair loss, face and body as well as mud treatments and

therapeutic massage etc.

 Viale delle Alpi 103/109, Palermo
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Nat Parrucchieri 

"Where Beauty Comes to Life"

A popular beauty salon in the city of Palermo, Nat Parrucchieri offers a

variety of treatments that highlights one's best features. Boasting a team

of experienced hair stylists, customers at this salon are handed nothing

short of the best possible service. Along with styling and cutting hair, Nat

Parrucchieri also offers anti-cellulite treatment, and a solarium where

customers can experience the marvelous heliotherapy cures.
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 +39 091 626 8747  www.natparrucchieri.it/  mail@natparrucchieri.it  Viale Strasburgo 5, Palermo
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